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Automotive approved compounds for trunk release handles

Available in PP, ABS, PA 6/6, PC, PMMA and elastomer resins

Supercharged compounds for long afterglow

Lot to lot uniformity for superior processing  

Manufacturing Facilities:

Winona, MN
South Boston, VA

Fort Worth, TX
Indianapolis, IN

Beaune, France
Singapore

Suzhou, China

World Headquarters:

RTP Company
580 East Front Street
Winona, MN 55987
phone: 507-454-6900

800-433-4787
fax: 507-454-4629
website: www.rtpcompany.com
e-mail: rtp@rtpcompany.com

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK PRODUCTS–AUTOMOTIVE
Phosphorescent Compounds from RTP Company
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release buckles, hood and fuel
release handles, ignition surrounds,
and interior switches.  In some
applications, glow-in-the-dark
compounds can be used as an
alternative light source to eliminate
expensive wiring and lighting
systems, thereby reducing overall
cost and complexity. 

Combining the power of this color
technology with laser marking 
creates letters, symbols and
instructions  that are actually
illuminated by the surrounding
material. 

Glow-in-the-Dark products 
from RTP Company…another
innovation from the leader in 
specialty compounding.

Imagine a family of plastic products
with br i l l iant ,  g low-in-the-dark
effects, one that offers multiple
options in glow duration, intensity,
color and price. At RTP Company,
we not only imagined it, we made it
a reality.

New classes of pigments allow RTP
Company to offer products with
longer glow life and quicker activa-
tion times.  The most effective way
to re-charge these compounds is to
expose them to direct ultraviolet
rays.  The phosphorescent pigments
absorb ultraviolet light and slowly
emit this energy over time.  The
effect can be achieved with resin
systems such as polyolefins, nylons
styrenics, acrylics, polycarbonates,
and elastomers.

For automotive, RTP Company’s
phosphorescent products have been
used primarily for glow-in-the-dark
trunk release handles.  Other poten-
tial applications include seat belt
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Astro Cap Manufacturing release latch
RTP 100 Series GITD polypropylene 
compound



GLOW-IN-THE-DARK PRODUCTS-AUTOMOTIVE
Phosphorescent Compounds from RTP Company

Luminescence Data RTP 199 X 98579 C SSC-63778 Phosphorescent Green

Automotive Specifications

No information supplied by RTP Company constitutes a warranty regarding product performance or use. Any information regarding performance or use is only offered as suggestion
for investigation for use, based upon RTP Company or other customer experience. RTP Company makes no warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the suitability or fitness of
any of its products for any particular purpose. It is the responsibility of the customer to determine that the product is safe, lawful and technically suitable for the intended use. The dis-
closure of information herein is not a license to operate under, or a recommendation to infringe any patents.
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Note: RTP Company can provide luminescence data for any of our glow products.  Please contact your
RTP Company Representative for additional data or product information.

Luminescence Data RTP 699 X 94678 SCC-63386 Phosphorescent Green


